PERIOD.

PERIOD. Volunteer Community Organizer, Regional (PCO)

Position Name: PERIOD. Volunteer Community Organizer Unpaid, Flexible Hours Internship Site: Period, Inc. Volunteer Location: Remote/Region-Specific Department: Programs Reporting to: National Campaigns Manager Commitment: 2-6 Hours per month, at least 1- Year.

THE ORGANIZATION

PERIOD. is a youth-fueled nonprofit that equips and trains young people to eradicate period poverty and stigma through service, education, and advocacy. Through the distribution of menstrual products, promotion of youth leadership, and championing of menstrual equity in policy, PERIOD. aims to center those disproportionately affected by period poverty and support local and national efforts to advance menstrual equity.

THE POSITION

PERIOD.’s volunteer Community Organizer is a high-impact role as a key liaison furthering menstrual equity for a specified state. As the key liaison, a PCO will stay informed of local coalition and state advocacy efforts to support the menstrual equity movement within the assigned region.

PERIOD.’s Community Organizers will gain valuable experience in how to engage young activists in the legislative process to systematically increase access to period products and combat the ‘tampon tax’. Learning opportunities will include a deep and practical engagement in state-level legislation, and engaging with key stakeholders, including elected officials, and local activists to advance menstrual equity. Applications are open through July 29th.

RESPONSIBILITIES

● Stay informed with menstrual equity policies within the specified state
● Represent PERIOD. at various coalition, meetings to stay informed and contribute to state menstrual equity advocacy efforts
● Connect with local activists and key stakeholders to advance PERIOD.’s involvement in local advocacy efforts
● Keep the PERIOD. Staff informed on updates and calls to action for the Chapter Network to engage in
● Communicate with local chapters and menstrual equity groups about advocacy efforts, as needed

QUALIFICATIONS

General: We value people who are positive, independent, fun, results-oriented, and believe strongly in the mission of menstrual equity. This is a challenging, rigorous position for an aspiring leader that is eager to step up into this leadership role to help systematically end period poverty through policy.

● Conveys thoughts and ideas clearly, listens well, communicates in a solution-oriented manner and incorporates others’ views into work.

Must live in the specified state and be at least 16 years of age

To apply, submit your application and resume here or email ameer@period.org
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